Citizen Resolution # 210122
(For Hearing Officer completion)

**Bonus Antlerless Deer Harvest Authorizations Random Drawing**

The problem: The current system of awarding bonus antlerless deer harvest authorizations/tags on a first-come first-served basis in counties with limited available tags (not issued with licenses) is biased against those applicants who are unable to access computers, smart phones, or visit a sporting goods retail establishment that offers such service. Persons who are employed at jobs where they are unable to login to the application system or visit license outlets at a precise time of day, persons who do not possess the required technology, or are not as technologically adept (especially the elderly) are at a definite disadvantage in the application process. The solution: The department should award bonus antlerless deer harvest authorizations through a random drawing system similar to that used to award permits for bear, bobcat, wolf, fisher, turkey and elk tags. Changing to a draw system similar to that used for other limited harvest opportunities would eliminate those disadvantages and make the system equitable to all. **BE IT RESOLVED** that the Forest County Conservation Congress recommends the following question be presented on the online spring hearings in April, 2022.

**Would you support a process to award Bonus Antlerless Deer Harvest Authorizations via a random drawing system similar to systems currently in use for bobcat, elk, turkey, wolf, fisher, and bear in counties with limited available authorizations?**
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Resolutions introduced at each Spring Hearing are public documents under Wisconsin's Open Records law [ss. 19.31-19.39, Wis. Stats.] and will be posted online for the public to review. Any personally identifiable information will be available to the public but will only be used by the Department for administrative purposes.

Please print typed resolution on 8 ½ X 11 white paper (one-sided) and provide the WCC County Chair with TWO COPIES at the spring hearing. Only the individual author or designated representative may present the resolution. The author or designated representative must be present at the time the resolution is introduced. No more than two resolutions may be introduced by any person during the Congress portion of the spring hearings.

Contact one of your local WCC delegates with questions or for assistance with writing your resolution.